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Abstract- Previous research on the use of coevolution
to improve a baseline chess program demonstrated a Blondie25 is the result of 7462 generations of evolution in
performance rating of 2650 against Pocket Fritz 2.0 self-play in which the static board evaluator was evolved,
based on 16 games played (13 wins, 0 losses, 3 draws). including material values, positional values, and three
The resultant program, named Blondie25, did not use object neural networks (front, back, and center of the
any rules for managing the time allocated per move; it chessboard). Moves are selected based on minimax with
simply used three minutes on each move. Heuristics to alpha-beta pruning. Readers interested in background on
more effectively manage time were developed by trial the development of the program should review [11]. One
and error, play testing against Fritz 8.0. The best of the limitations of the Blondie25 program is that it has
heuristics discovered were different for black and not evolved (because it has not been allowed to evolve)
white. The results of 12 games played on each side the use of time per move as a facet of play. Instead, it has
were 1 win, 4 losses, and 7 draws for black, and 2 devoted an equal amount of time for each move,
wins, 6 losses, and 4 draws for white. Fritz 8.0 is rated regardless of the current situation or history of moves. For
currently at 2752 (±20) on SSDF (the acronym for the tournament conditions, three minutes per move have been
Swedish Chess Computer Association), placing it as used.
the 12th strongest program in the world. At the time of
the contest between Blondie25 and Fritz 8.0, Fritz 8.0 An effort was made to incorporate simple heuristics for
was rated #5 in the world. The results are the first case using time more effectively. Performance was judged on
of an evolved chess program defeating a world-class competitions with Fritz 8.0, a highly rated chess program
chess program (three times). The performance rating that was in the top five of all chess programs rated on [12]
for Blondie25 against Fritz 8.0 was 2635.33, which at the time of our testing. Fritz 8.0 is currently ranked as
compares well with the previous performance rating the 11 th best program in the world.
of 2650 against Pocket Fritz 2.0. Blondie25 was then
tested against a nationally ranked human chess The approach undertaken was to reflect the time control
master, rated 2301. In four games, Blondie25 won management in Fritz 8.0, while also taking into account
three and lost one. whether or not a move made by Fritz 8.0 was anticipated.

Anticipated moves suggest that prior searching was
effective in gaining insight into future play; unanticipated
moves suggest that more time may be required to search a

1 Introduction and Background branch of the game tree that was not appreciated.

As noted in [I], chess has served as a testing ground for 2 Heuristics for Time Management
efforts in artificial intelligence, both in terms of
computers playing against other computers, and Experimentation in 153 games (some of which crashed
computers playing against humans for more than 50 years mid-play) yielded two different sets of heuristics for time
[2-9]. management for Blondie25 playing black or white.' It

may be helpful to recall that 120 minutes are allocated for
This paper reports on progress in testing the self-learning the first 40 moves (first time period), 60 minutes are
evolutionary chess program, named Blondie25. (A similar allocated for the next 20 moves (second time period), and
protocol for learning to play checkers was named 30 minutes are allocated for all remaining moves.
Blondie24 [10]). Results reported in [11] indicated that _______________
the evolved program earned a 16-game performance lDuring this experimentation, it was verified that
rating of 2650 against Pocket Fritz 2.0, rated between allowing Blondie25 to use a constant time per move
2300-2350, with 13 wins, 0 losses, and 3 draws. resulted in poor performance against Fritz 8.0.
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The heuristics were chosen for black are presented in the The baseline for 20 seconds/move was arbitrary. Using
following algorithm, where Ft is the amount of time used less time than Fritz 8.0 used when Fritz 8.0's move was
by Fritz 8.0 on the previous move and x is Blondie25's anticipated assisted in saving time for situations that were
time: unanticipated. In such situations, the longer that Fritz 8.0

used to find its move suggests a deeper required search.
1. If Fritz 8.0's move was anticipated, then x = Ft - For black, more time is provided when Blondie25 is

10 seconds, but not less than 20 seconds. playing behind; however, testing with this strategy for
2. IfFritz 8.0's move was unanticipated, then if: white did not evidence any tangible benefits. Also for

a. Ft < 3 minutes, x = Ft + 1 minute black, extra time is provided at the beginning of play
b. 3 < Ft < 5 minutes, x = Ft + 2 minutes (fourth move out of the book) to provide an initial deeper
c. Ft > 5 minutes, x = Ft + 4 minutes search, and at the beginning of the second time period,

3. Regardless of whether or not Fritz 8.0's move but it is not entirely clear why this may be effective for
was anticipated, if Ft > 8, then x = Ft + 3 black.
minutes.

4. In addition, if Blondie25 is down on pawns but Both Fritz 8.0 and Blondie25 were executed using a
not other pieces then add 1 minute to x. If Pentium II processor running at 1.5GHz with 512MB of
Blondie25 is down on pieces other than pawns, RAM. The SSDF (Swedish Chess Computer Association)
add 4 minutes to x. If Blondie25 is down both rating of 2752±20 of for Fritz 8.0 was based on a Athlon
pawns and pieces, set x = 10 minutes. 1200MHz with 256MB of RAM. Thus, the computing

5. After leaving the opening book, for the first three equipment used was slightly more powerful than used by
moves, x = 20 seconds. SSDF. Fritz 8.0 was run using default parameters on the

6. For the fourth move out of the book, x = 10 Fritz 8.0 engine, which includes a hashtable size of 409
minutes. MB, contempt value, selectivity, tablebase depth,

7. For the 41St move, which begins the second agressiveness, the "permanent brain," five-piece perfect
period of time control, x = 8 minutes. endings, and so forth.

8. If the duration assigned for any move would
cause an overtime condition or leave fewer than 3 Results
20 seconds for each remaining move, then x is
set to the ratio of the time remaining to the Twenty-four games were played between Blondie25 and
number of moves remaining in the time period. Fritz 8.0 with the above-described heuristics for time

management. An equal number (12) of games were
Rules 2 and 3 above applied to the first and second played with Blondie25 as black and as white. The results
time periods. were 1 win, 4 losses, and 7 draws for Blondie25 as black,

and 2 wins, 6 losses, and 4 draws as white. Thus, the
The heuristics for white were similar, but simpler: overall performance was 3 wins, 10 losses, and 11 draws.

Given Fritz 8.0's current rating [10] of 2752, this
. IfFritzs8.0's movewas anticipateds,thenX=Ft corresponds to a performance rating for Blondie25 of

10 seconds, but not less than 20 seconds. 2635, commensurate with grand masters. We believe this
2. If Fritz 8.0's move was unanticipated, then if: is the first result of chess program that was optimized

a. Ft <3 minutes,x = Ft + 1 minute using evolutionary algorithms that was able to defeat a
b. 3 <Ft < 5 minutes, x = Ft + 2 minutes (then) top-5 chess program (now ranked 1 I on [1O]).
c. Ft> 5 minutes, x = Ft +4 minutes

3. Regardless of whether or not Fritz 8.0's move Following this contest, it was desired to compete
was anticipated, ifFt > 8, then x = Ft + 3. Blondie25 against a competent human player. It is well

4. For the first three moves out of the opening known that computer chess programs do not play in the
book, x = 20 seconds. same manner that human masters and grand masters do,

5. If the duration assigned for any move would and that rating eamed solely in comparison to other
causes an overtime condition or leave fewer than computer programs may not reflect ratings eamed against
20 seconds for each remaining move, then x is human competition. Co-author James Quon, a nationally
set to the ratio of the time remaining to the ranked chess master, played a four-game series against
number ofmoves remaining in the time period. Blondie25 (two as black, two as white). The program won

three of the four games and lost the other, eamning a
It is unclear presently why the effects of the additional performoance rating of 2501.
black rules were helpful for playing black but not white.
The rationale for some of the rules can be offered 4 Discussion
however, the values assigned for time periods only reflect
the results of experimentation and no claim of optimality CoatrJmeQunantialyakdchsmse,
should be Inferred.

analyzed each of the 24 games against Fritz 8.0. His
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assessment is that the match between the two programs master. Quon noted, however, that the program's opening
was very competitive, where the programs seemed more play is often weak and he was able to detect a horizon
closely matched than the score would indicate. The effect in some games (in which the program can be
opening phase of the game is still a weak point for manipulated because it can only see to a fixed ply depth).
Blondie25, not only because it does not have knowledge Future work will be aimed at offering additional object
of the theoretical variations but it would also often neural networks to Blondie25 to allow it to leam other
maneuver pieces in apparently mysterious ways other features of the chessboard and pieces in coevolutionary
than simply developing the pieces. Multiple bad openings self-play, and also incorporating a more meaningful
were played repeatedly, so this handicap was manifested opening book that would ensure a competitive start to
multiple times. matches against strong players.

The quality of the openings was varied. Some extremely Fritz 8.0 has been optimized in many successive versions
poor lines were chosen, but there were other games in of program releases for extremely rapid position
which the program would go deep into chess theory. Of evaluation and game tree search. In contrast, very little
note was one game in which an early queen check should such optimization has been used in Blondie25. This
likely not be found in Fritz 8.0's normal opening book, suggests an opportunity to improve the competitive
since it is judged to be a poor move; however, we verified performance of Blondie25 with software engineering. In
that the default opening book was indeed in use in all addition, performance ratings on small sets of games are
games. inherently variable. It would be of interest to evolve time

management rules and determine if more effective rules
In contrast, there were many instances in which could be discovered, and to evaluate these rules across a
Blondie25 was able to achieve a superior endgame. At wider array of chess programs and human competitors in
times, it appeared that Fritz 8.0 was not playing with the a sufficient number of games to provide bounds on the
use of an endgame database, but Blondie25 was unable to program's rating that are in line with those offered by the
convert the advantage of poor play and would have won Swedish Chess Computer Association.
more games if it had been able. There were, however,
missed opportunities by both sides in the endgames. Acknowledgments
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15.e4!? dxe4 16.Nxe4 Bg7 17.Bg2 0-0 18.0-0 with
Appendix complications that should favor White because of his
This appendix provides annotations by James Quon (a active pieces and space advantage.] 15.Bd3 [15.Be2 Bg7national hess masterov r tated2301 ofby 4JamesQuoni(a 16.0-0 f6 17.e4 dxe4 18.Nxe4 0-0 I9.Bc4 Nd5 20.Rfel
national chess master rated 2301) of a 4-game series Rf7=; 15.g4!? Bg7 16.h4 (16g5 h6 17.Bd3 hxgS 18.fxgS
between Blondie2S versus Quon, under simulated NJ =+) 16...f6 a)16...a6 17.h5 gxh5 18.Rxh5 eS 19.dxe5
tournament conditions. Blondie25 plays as black in the Bg
first 12 games, and as white in the remaining 12 games. (a)23.Rxgdxc3 24.Qxd8+ Rxd8 22.Rg5c2 26.Be2 Be4

27.Rg5) 23...Nxd4 24.Kf2 Bc6 25.Rh5 +/-; b)16...h5
Standard legend for chess symbols: 17.g5 +=; 17.h5 gxh5 18.Rxh5 e5 19.dxe5 Bxg4 20.exf6
= equal Bxh5 21 .fxg7 Rg8 22.Ng5 Qd7 23.Nb5 +-] 15...c6
+= slight advantage white 16.Ne2 [16.0-0 0-0 17.e4 dxe4 18.Bxe4 Ba6 19.Rfel=]
=+ slight advantage black 16...Bg7 17.0-0 f6 Controls e5+g5 Black does a good job
+- clear advantage white preparing counterplay with the e5 pawn push. 18.Rb3
-+ clear advantage black [White can try 18.e4 dxe4 19.Bxe4 0-0 20.Rb2 Nd5
+-- decisive advantage white 21.Rfbl] 18...0-0 19.Rfbl Qe8 [19...Qc7 seems more
--+ decisive advantage black natural, avoiding placing the Queen on the potentially
good move dangerous e-file and hemming in the f8 Rook as well.]

!! brilliant move 20.QaS e5 Attacks the pawn chain 21.Ba6?! Probably
? bad move this is a little too ambitious. [Better is 21 .dxe5 fxe5
?? blunder 22.Nxe5 Bxe5 23.fxe5 Qf7 24.Qel and White can still
!? interesting move involving some risk keep the advantage.] 21...Bg4 22.Kf2 Nf5 23.Qd2 Rf7
?! dubious move Black has created a strong attack. 24.Negl Ne7 [Another
+ check strange retreat that seems to be one of Blondie's more
# checkmate common problems. More direct is 24...exd4 25.exd4 Re7
1-0 white wins 26.h3 Bxf3 27.Nxf3] 25.Bb7 Rb8 26.QaS [Not 26.fxe5
0-1 black wins fxe5 27.dxe5 QfB] 26...Bf5 27.Rlb2 Rf8 28.Qxa7 It
/2-2 draw seems White should have enough time to grab the pawn

and then return to defend the King. 28...exf4 29.exf4 Qd7
30.QaS Be4 31.Qd2? [31.Qel Rfe8 32.Nd2 Bf5 33.Ngf3

Quon, Jim - Blondie [E401 Nc8 34.Qfl Qe6 And White has retaken the advantage
(Game 1) due to the outside passed pawn.] 31...g5!9 32.Ba6 Rxb3
E40: Nimzo-Indian: Rubinstein (4 e3): Unusual Black 4th 33.Rxb3 Qf5 [Not 33...Ng6 34.Rb7 Qe6 35.Qa5 gxf4
move. Black plays the opening very slowly, allowing 36.Qc7] 34.Bfl [Better might be 34.Ne2 g4 35.Nel Qe6]
White to gain a space advantage. It does a good job 34...Ng6 35.Rb6 Qd7 36.Qb2 [36.fxg5? fxg5 37.h3 g4
finding defensive maneuvers to hold the position. White 38.hxg4 Bxf3 39.Nxf3 Qxg4; 36.Ne2 Bh6 37.a4 gxf4
misses a chance to push the advantage with 15.g4! 38.gxf4 Qc7 is better for Black.] 36...gxf4 37.Rb8 Qe6
allowing Black to play successful break in the center. 38.Rxf8+ Bxf8 39.Qc3 Be7 40.Bh3 f5 41.Ne2 fxg3+
When the position turns tactical, Blondie is in its element 42.hxg3 Qf7 43.a4 f4 44.g4? A mistake that prove costly.
and finds the win. I.d4 e6 2.c4 Nf6 3.Nc3 Bb4 42e3 Ne4 White succumbs to Black's pressure. [44.gxf4-? is worth
This is not considered a serious threat to White. 5.Bd2 looking at 44......Nxf4 45.Nxf4 Qxf4 46.Qe3 Bh4+ 47.Ke2
Nxd2 6.Qxd2 dS last book move [6............0-0 7.Nf3 f5 8.Be2 Bxf3+ 48.QxI3 Qxd4 49.Be6+ Kg7 50.Qf7+ Kh6
b6 9.a3 Bd6 10.0-0 Bb7 11l.b4 Rf6 White gets a space 51.Qf8+ Qg7 52.Qxg7+ Kxg7 53.BxdS=] 44...................Bd8
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45.Qb3 Bxf3 46.Qxf3 Bh4+ 47.Kfl Qb7 48.Nxf4? demonstrates its prowess in wide open games. White
[48.g5 Qbl+ 49.Kg2] 48...Qf7 49.a5 Nxf4 [49...Qxf4? chooses a line that allows Black to achieve early equality.
50.Qxf4 Nxf4 51.g5 Nxh3 52.a6 Nxg5 53.a7] 50.a6 Bg5 Black breaks with e5 while White cannot find a way to
[50...Nxh3?? is definitely not advisable 51.Qxf7+ Kxf7 utilize his Bishop pair advantage. Black finds a tactic to
52.a7] 51.Kgl [51.Bg2 doesn't change the outcome of the win a pawn in the ending and the rest is history. 1.d4 e6
game 51...Qa7 52.Qa3 Ne6] 51...Qg7 [51...Qg7 52.Bfl 2.c4 Bb4+ 3.Nc3 Nf6 4.e3 0-0 5.Bd3 c5 6.Nge2 d5
Qxd4+ 53.Khl Qxc5] 0-1 7.a3?! [Better is 7.cxd5 exd5 8.a3 cxd4 9.axb4 dxc3

10.Nxc3] 7...cxd4 8.exd4 dxc4 9.Bxc4 Be7 10.0-0 Nbd7
Blondie - Quon, Jim IBOlI 11.Bg5 e5!? An interesting choice by Blondie. White is
(Game 2) straddled with an isolated pawn which Black is more than
This loss by Blondie can be almost entirely blamed on the happy to eliminate for active piece play. In theory this is
lack of opening theory, and inability to overcome its probably not the correct choice, although White does not
"horizon effect." White has may chances to gain a clear find a way to refute it. Blondie's lack of understanding of
advantage in the opening, but instead goes into a forced strategies in this position seems to be the cause of this
losing line. It sees that at the end of the variation it is head move. [11 ...Nb6 12.Ba2 Bd7 13.Qd3 Rc8 is a more
material, but doesn't realize that it will ultimately lose its common.] 12.Ba2 h6 13.Bh4 exd4 14.Qxd4 Nb6=
Knight. It continues to sacrifice pawns to stall the loss of 15.Rfdl Qxd4 16.Rxd4= [16.Nxd4 Rd8=] 16...Re8
this material, but this simply makes the win much easier 17.h3 Secures g4 17...BfS 18.Radl Rac8 With the
for Black. l.e4 d5 2.exd5 Qxd5 3.Nc3 Qe6+? [3...Qa5 accuracy of a computer, Black has covered all weak
4.d4 Nf6 5.Nf3 c6 6.Bc4 Bf5 7.Bd2 e6 8.Qe2 Bb4 9.0-0- points in its position. White still possesses the Bishop-pair
0 Nbd7 would be following normal lines.] 4.Be2 Qg6 which gives him a slight pull. 19.Bb3 Bh7 [19...g5
5.Bf3? [Better is 5.Nf3 Qxg2 (5...c6 6.0-0 Bh3 7.NeJ Nf6 20.Bg3 Nh5 21.Bd6 Bxd6 22.Rxd6 Be6 23.Bxe6 Rxe6
8.d4 e6 9.Bd3 B/f lO.NJ3 Bxd3 lI.NeS Qh5 12.Qxd3 and White's superior pawn structure may not be enough to
Nbd7 and White retains a slight advantage.) 6.Rgl Qh3 win.] 20.Kfl g5 21.Bg3 Bf8 22.NbS Bc5 23.Nd6 Bxd6
7.d4 Qd7 8.Ne5 Qd8 9.Bc4 e6 lO.Qf3 Nf6 1 l.Be3 with 24.Bxd6?? A decisive mistake. [24.Rxd6!? is noteworthy
compensation.] 5...c6 6.Nge2 Bg4 7.Nf4 [Better is: 24...Kg7 25.Nc3=] 24...Bc2 25.Bxc2 Rxc2 26.R4d2
7.Bxg4 Qxg4 8.0-0 Nd7 9.d4 White's lead in Rxd2 27.Rxd2 Nc4 28.Rd4 Nxb2 29.Ng3 [29.Bb4 Na4]
development gives him the advantage.] 7...Bx3 8.Nxg6 29...Kh7 30.Nf5 b5 31.g4 Nc4 32.a4 [32.Bb4!?]
[8.Qxf3 Qxc2 9.0-0 Qf5 lO.g4 Qd7 and it's unclear 32...Re4-+ [Worse is 32...Nxd6 33.Rxd6 Kg6 34.axb5]
whether White has compensation for it's pawn.] 8...Bxdl 33.Be7 [33.Rxe4 Nxe4 34.Bf8 bxa4 35.f3-+] 33...Rxd4
9.Nxh8 Bxc2 lOAd3? Gives away a pawn for no good 34.Nxd4 Nd5 35.Bc5 bxa4 36.Bxa7 a3 37.Nc2 a2
reason. It seems be trying to push the loss of its Knight 38.Bd4 Nd2+ 39.Ke2 Nb3 40.Kd3 [40.Be5 f6 41.Bb2
beyond the horizon. [10.0-0 g6 11 .d4 Bg7 12.Nxf7 Kxf7 Nf4+ 42.Kf3 Nd2+ 43.Kg3-+] 0-1
13.Be3 loses less material but White is still lost.]
10...Bxd3 11.Be3 g6 12.0-0-0 BfS 13.g4? This sacrifice Blondie - Quon, Jim 1B701
is not helpful. 13...Bxg4 14.Rd4 Bf5 [14...Nf6 15.Bg5 (Game 4)
Nbd7 16.Rel Bf5 17.Rb4 Nc5 would also work, but the B70: Sicilian Dragon: 6 g3 and 6 Be2 (without a later
game forces the exchange of more pieces.; 14...Bh5! Be3) This game follows along the lines of the Sicilian
15.Rf4 f5 eliminates any White counterplay.] 15.Rh4 Nf6 Dragon Defense. Normally White will try to attack
16.Bd4 Nbd7 [16...g5 is a little more to the point after Black's king with a combination of pawns and pieces.
17.Bxf6 gxh4 18.Rel Nd7 19.Bxh4 Bh6+ 20.Kdl f6 Blondie tries to do this attack with just pieces. Black has
21 .Ne4 KfM] 17.Rel g5 18.Bxf6 Nxf6 19.Rb4 b6 20.f4 chances to hold the position but plays a blunder and loses
g4 21.Rc4 Rc8 [21 ...Bg7 22.Rxc6 Bxh8 23.Rc7 Nd7 a piece. I.e4 c5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 cxd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3
24.Nd5 e6 25.Ne3 Kd8 is fine for Black, but I did not g6 6.Bb5+? Why exchange this Bishop? Better is Bc4
want open lines for White's Rooks.] 22.Ra4 Rc7 23.Re5 putting pressure on Black's kingside. 6...Bd7 7.Bg5 Bg7
[23.Rc4 Bh6! 24.Nb5 cxb5 25.Rxc7 Bxf4+ with the 8.0-0 last book move 8...a6 9.Bxd7+ This exchange gives
double attack.] 23...Be6 24.Ne4 [24.Rg5 Bd5 25.Rd4 h6 Black more room to develop his pieces. 9...Nbxd7 10.Qf3
doesn't help either.] 24...Nxe4 25.Raxe4 f5! 26.Re2 Bc8 [lO.NdS Nxd5 11.exd5 h6=] 10...0-0 11.Radl Qc7=
27.h3 Bg7 28.hxg4 Bxh8 the rest is technique. 29.Rxf5 Black's position is a bit passive, but there are no apparent
Bxf5 30.gxf5 Bg7 31.Rh2 h6 32.Rc2 Kf7 33.Kdl c5 weaknesses. 12.Qh3 Rfe8 13.Rfel bS 14.a3 e6 Covers
34.Rd2 a5 35.Ke2 Rc6 36.Ke3 Bd4+ 37.Ke4 h5 38.Rh2 d5+f5 [14...Nb6 is also playable. ] 15.Bh6 Bh8 16.Re3
Rh6 39.b3 h4 40.Kf3 h3 41.Kg4 Kf6 42.a4 [42.Re2 h2 [16.f4 White's Rooks are already well placed. This pawn
43.Re6+ Kg7 44.Rxe7+ Kf8 45.Rel Bgl] 42...Bgl move threatens to break open Black's fragile position. ]
43.Rxh3 Rxh3 44.Kxh3 Kxf5 45.Kg3 Be3 0-1 16...Ne5 17.Rg3 This rather artificial attack should be

defensible with proper defense. There is no clear way to
Quon, Jim - Blondie 1E481 break through Black's wall without the help of pawns.
(Game 3) 17..Qb7? This plan to attack along the b-file is too slow
E48: Nimzo-lndian: Rubinstein: 5 Bd3 d5 including 6 and goes nowhere. Better is: [1 7...............Rac81 8.Qh4 Nc4
Ne2, but excluding 6 a3. In this game Blondie l9.Bcl Nd7 20.Rh3 Nt'8= and Black's game is fine.]
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18.Qh4 b4 19.axb4 Qxb4 20b3 Prevents intrusion on c4
20...Rac8 21.Nce2 Nc6 [21...Ned7 22.c3 Qb7 23.f=]
22.Nxc6 Rxc6 23.c4 Blondie has created a fortress on the
Queenside and now the threats on the Kingside become
serious. 23...Nd7 [23...d5 24.e5 a)24.exd5 exd5 25.Re3
Rce6; b)24.cxd5 exd5 25.Re3 dxe4j (b)25...Rxe4?!
26.Rxe4 Qxe4 27.Qxe4 Nxe4 28.Rxd5=) ; 24...Ne4
25.Rh3 Bxe5 26.Bf] 24.Rh3 Bf6 25.Bg5 Bxg5 26.QxgS
Qc5 27.Qf4 Rb6?9 [Black needed to play 27...Re7
28.Rhd3 NeS with only a slight advantage to White.]
28.Rxh7!!+- Demolishes the pawn shield 28...Kxh7
Theme: Deflection from f7 [28...Rf8 29.Qh6 Qe5+-]
29.Qxfl+ A double attack 29...Kh6 30.Qxe8 [30.Qxe8
Qe5 31.Qxd7 Rxb3 32.Ng3+- (32.Qxd6?? that pawn is
deadly bait and will cause White grave problems
32...Qxd6 33.Rf] Qb4-+) ; 30.Qxd7?! is a useless try
30...Rf8 3 l.Nd4 Rxb3=] 1-0
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